ABSTRACT This paper presents a control strategy named auxiliary surfaces sliding mode control (AS-SMC) by using Positive Invariant Set (PIS) to control a class of continuous nonlinear systems with state constraints. The PIS can be regarded as a special kind of sliding surface, and its invariance ensures that the system state can satisfy the constraints in the convergence process. The stability analysis and a PIS theory proof are given. The control strategy is successfully tested in numerical simulations and even effectively applied to the coaxial unmanned helicopter flight control system on hardware in the loop (HIL) platform. The results verify the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy for the experimental set-up.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sliding Mode Control (SMC) is widely used in practical applications for its robust to bounded external disturbances and internal dynamics [22] , [23] , [24] , [9] , [1] , [6] , [20] , [11] , [12] , [8] . In order to improve the robustness of satisfying state constraints and to deal with the robustness of actuator constraints, scholars have conducted a series of studies: [10] proposed a nonlinear sliding surface to ensure that the control signal generated by the controller did not exceed the bounds of a system input, but the state constraints were not considered. Reference [18] presented a first attempt of a sliding mode control to consider constraints in the state. Several related methodologies of other researchers also conducted in-depth research on state constraints [15] , [16] , [19] . Further studies are required to understand how to satisfy the state constraints of the system when using SMC.
Positive Invariant Set(PIS) research has important significance in the study of the state constraints problem in control theory [2] , [14] , [5] , [17] , [13] , [25] , [3] , [21] . Among the many studies, there are no discussions on how SMC can be used so that the constraints are satisfied. Reference [7] proposed a Sliding Mode Control With Unidirectional Auxiliary Surfaces (UAS-SMC) by combining the benefit of SMC The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Rosario Pecora. and PIS, but the area of the PIS was not large enough to maintain the state within the constraints under some extreme initial conditions. Reference [3] proposed a terminal sliding mode controller with PIS. Although the algorithm improves the computational capability, the real-time performance of the proposed algorithm does not necessarily meets practical engineering requirements.
Many practical engineering problems that have state constraints in the form of physical constraints, saturation, or performance and safety specifications [29] , [30] . For example, the attitude of unmanned helicopter should not exceed the safety angle, otherwise it will tip over. However, the external influences, such as the wind, will inevitably produce a significant change in attitude. How to counteract the disturbance to keep the unmanned helicopter safe, this is a typical state constraints problem in flight control.
In this paper, we introduce an Auxiliary Surfaces Sliding Mode Control (AS-SMC) design strategy by using PIS to solve a class of continuous nonlinear system with state constraints. The main contributions of this paper are:
1) The invariance of PIS and the invariance of SMC in sliding mode phase are correlated for the first time to cope with the system state constraints.
2) On the promise of meeting the computational capability, the designed PIS covers the maximum value of the state constraints range, so that the control input keeps the system state within the constraints all the time.
3) This paper verifies that the new strategy can be used in engineering application, and it is first applied to the coaxial unmanned helicopter flight control system successfully. The designed PIS can make the unmanned helicopter attitude angle and angular rate (state) not to exceed the maximum constraints, so as to satisfy the flight safety requirements of the unmanned helicopter.
This paper is organized as follows. The second section presents the problem statement. Then AS-UAS by using PIS design steps are described. The stability analysis and PIS theory proof is given in section IV. The experimental results and analysis are given in section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider the following general nonlinear uncertain system with state constraints:
where
is the system state vector and the full-state vector X is available for feedback.
∈ R n denotes the disturbance. It is assumed that f (X ) and g(X ) are known, and η is bounded. Throughout this paper, R n×m represents the n × m-dimensional Euclidean spaces; | · | denotes the absolute value, · denotes the euclidean vector norm or the induced matrix 2-norm.
Assumption 1: The disturbance of the system is bounded, that is |η j | ≤ v j , v j is a constant, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Note 1: For Assumption 1, the uncertainties values do not require accurate upper bound in the actual design process. As long as the approaching law N i is greater than v i the requirements of the controller design are satisfied, that is
The state constraints and the state integral constraints γ are formulated as follows:
ξ ij x j , I ij , ξ ij and n j , m j , p j , q j are constant values, i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}. The state constraints and the state integral constraints can also be expressed in the graphical form shown in Figure 1 . The yellow shaded area betweenx i ∈ [n i , m i ] and
shows the constraints region. Lines S 1i , S 2i , S 3i are the switching surfaces. Quadrangular P S1i+ P S1i− P S2i+ P S2i− shown in blue color is the PIS proposed by [7] . Point P indicates the system state initial value. Points P N and P U indicate the minimum value of system state following the normal SMC method and the UAS-SMC method respectively. The system state may exceed the state constraints following the normal SMC method, while the UAS-SMC takes advantage of the PIS to constraint the system state, the situation is improved to a certain degree. However, if the system state initial value is outside the PIS, then we cannot guarantee that the state is always in the range of the constraints. In that case it is necessary to extend the PIS as much as possible. The controller should be such that the system state evolves along the ideal red line shown in Figure 1 . The proposed strategy preserves the robustness, while at the same time contains and expands the positive invariant set formed by four auxiliary surfaces in the original proposal to an enlarged positive invariant set formed by six auxiliary surfaces, leading to superiority in control effects within nonlinear system. Linking the state constraints to the PIS makes good use of the excellent properties of the positive invariant set: the system state entering the PIS always runs within it until it tends to the origin. Whether the considered state can satisfy the constraints becomes the problem that the considered state is inside the positive invariant set. If the system state is inside the positive invariant set, the state constraints can be satisfied.
III. AUXILIARY SURFACES SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER DESIGN
Before we design the AS-SMC using PIS formed by six auxiliary surfaces, the traditional integral sliding mode control method is first introduced. The form of its sliding surface is often designed as
and the approaching law N of the integral sliding mode control can be designed as:
The hyperbolic tangent function tanh(*) is used to substitute the symbolic function sgn(*). For the i-th switching surface S i (X ) in (3), its representation can be written as:
Similar to the traditional integral sliding mode control, the AS-SMC for (1) can be designed using the following steps:
Step1: Select the appropriate switching surfaces S 1i (X ), S 2i (X ), and S 3i (X )
ξ ij x j , I 1ij , I 2ij , I 3ij , ξ 1ij , ξ 2ij , ξ 3ij are the switching surface gains,
Step2: The two-dimensional space (x i , x i ) expanded bȳ x i and x i are divided into six subspaces by switching sur- Figure 2 , where
No.
FIGURE 2. The switching surfaces S 1i , S 2i , S 3i divide the state space into six subspaces. Then, according to the state constraints, points P S1i+ , P S1i− , P S2i+ , P S2i− , P S1i+ , P S1i− (presented in Figure 3 ) are selected to fulfill the following conditions:
Points P S1i+ , P S1i− , P S2i+ , P S2i− , P S3i+ , P S3i− are connected to constitute a convex hexagon . The lines P S1i+ P S2i− , P S2i− P S3i− , P S3i− P S1i− , P S1i− P S2i+ , P S2i+ P S3i+ , P S3i+ P S1i+ are auxiliary surfaces
respectively. The equations of these auxiliary surfaces are expressed as:
where ω kij 1 = 0, M kij > 0, and the subscript k ∈ {0, · · · , 5} in H ki , ω kij 1 , ω kij 2 denotes the serial number of the subspaces, the subscript j 1 in ω kij 1 denotes the first coefficient and j 2 in ω kij 2 denotes the second coefficient, and the subscript i ∈ {1, · · · , m} indicates the i-th switching surface of S(X ).
Auxiliary surfaces
denotes all points inside convex hexagon . Q is a positive invariant set as will be demonstrated in section IV.
Step3: Similar to the normal integral sliding mode switching surface S i (X ) shown in (5), the current AS-SMC switching surface H i (X ) can be expressed as:
For the special sliding surface H i (X ) of the AS-SMC, the coefficients ω ij 1 and ω ij 2 can be calculated according to the state constraints , the state integral constraints γ , and the switching surface gains ξ 1ij , ξ 2ij , ξ 3ij . The calculation steps are as follows:
i) Determine the point P s3i+ and point P s3i− According to the state constraints and the state integral constraints γ , the point P s3i+ (−ξ 3ij , 1) and the point P s3i− (ξ 3ij , −1) are chosen on switching surface S 3i in order to satisfy the state constraints and the integral constraints simultaneously.
ii) Determine the points P s1i+ , P s1i− and the points P s2i+ , P s2i− According to the parallel property (20) , the slope of switching surface S 2i = 0 and the point coordinates P s3i+ (−ξ 3ij , 1) and P s3i− (ξ 3ij , −1), the lines P s3i+ P s1i+ and P s3i− P s1i− are obtained by the point oblique equation. Where the auxiliary surface H 5i (P s3i+ P s1i+ ) is
The two auxiliary surfaces intersect the switching surface S 1i = 0 at P s1i+ and P s1i− , respectively. The point coordinates of P s1i+ and P s1i− are P s1i+ −
and
. Similarly, according to the parallel property (20) , the slope of switching surface S 1i = 0 and the point coordinates P s3i+ (−ξ 3ij , 1) and P s3i− (ξ 3ij , −1), the auxiliary surfaces H 4i (P s3i+ P s2i+ ) and H 1i (P s3i− P s2i− ) are obtained by the point oblique equation. Where the auxiliary surface H 4i (P s3i+ P s2i+ ) is , respectively. It is easy to get the following results:
Since the coordinates of points P s1i+ , P s1i− , P s2i+ , and P s2i− are obtained by i) and ii), and according to the two-point coordinate equation, the auxiliary surfaces H 0i (P s1i+ P s2i− ) and H 3i (P s2i+ P s1i− ) are obtained. Where the auxiliary surface H 0i is (
). Thus we
), and finally
). Step4: Referring to the form of (5), we rewrite (10) as follow:
That is
Referring to the form of (3), the AS sliding surface can be written in a compact form:
By solving the differential equationḢ (u) = N , we can design the AS sliding mode control law for (1) of the form
where the approaching law
and 
IV. THE AUXILIARY SURFACES SLIDING MODE CONTROL STABILITY PROOF
Lemma 1: Point P j (x j , y j ) = P j (x j , x j ) is located in No.k i subspace for the state x j as shown in Figure 4 . Any two adjacent points in points P S1i± , P S2i± , P S3i± ∈ {P S1i+ , P S1i− , P S2i+ P S2i− , P S3i+ , P S3i− } constitute the local auxiliary surface (15) in No.k i subspace.
Thus for the point P j , we have M kij −H ki (P j ) 0, and P j (0, 0) if and only if H ki (P j ) = M kij .
Proof: Reference to Appendix A in [26] . Lemma 2: For the point set P(t) = {P 1 (x 1 (t), y 1 (t)), · · · , P j (x j (t), y j (t)), · · · , P n (x n (t), y n (t))}, which is on the auxiliary surface (9), we have
where M kij > 0. Thus for the point set P, we have Proof: Without loss of generality, points P S1i− = (x 1 j , y 1 j ) and P S3i− = (x 3 j , y 3 j ) are connected to form the auxiliary surface H 2i . Since points P S1i− and P S3i− are on the line of the auxiliary surface H 2i , we have
Since point P j is located in the No.2 i subspace, we have
Thus, the coordinates of point P j can be converted into the following expression
Substituting (18) into (16), we have
Substituting (17) into (19), we have
Without loss of generality, any auxiliary surface which is located in No.k i subspace has the following conclusion: Definition 3: PointsP S2i+PS3i+PS1i+PS2i−PS3i−PS1i− are connected to form a convex hexagon δ, Points P S2i+ P S3i+ P S1i+ P S2i− P S3i− P S1i− are connected to form a convex hexagon . As shown in Figure 5 , the sides of the convex hexagon δ and have the following properties:
S2i+PS3i+ P S2i+ P S3i+ P S1i+PS1i− P S2i−PS3i− P S2i− P S3i− P S3i+PS1i+ P S3i+ P S1i+ P S2i+PS2i− P S3i−PS1i− P S3i− P S1i− P S1i+PS2i− P S1i+ P S2i− P S3i+PS3i− P S1i−PS2i+ P S1i− P S2i+ (20) where the symbol indicates parallel. Point set P(t) is on the boundary of the convex hexagon δ.
, then point set P(t) is outside the convex hexagon .
Theorem 4: For nonlinear system (1), the controller (14) can guarantee the closed loop system state X = [x 1 , · · · , x j , · · · , x n ] T asymptotically stable and the convex set
is a positive invariant set. In other words, for point set P(t) = {P 1 (x 1 (t), y 1 (t)), · · · , P j (x j (t), y j (t)), · · · , P n (x n (t), y n (t))}, if there is P(t 0 ) inside the convex hexagon , then for t > t 0 , P(t) is also inside the convex hexagon . Proof: 1) First the stability proof is given. For the point set P = {P 1 (x 1 , y 1 ), · · · , P j (x j , y j ), · · · , P n (x n , y n )}, we construct the convex hexagons according to Definition 1. A candidate Lyapunov function is chosen as
First of all, V 0 will be proved, and if V = 0, then X = 0.
From (22) , it is easy to know that V 0. When 
From Lemma IV.2, we have
M kij − H ki (P(t)) 0. And
Differentiating (13), we obtaiṅ
Substituting (1) and (14) intoḢ (X ), we obtainḢ = N + 1 · η. Thus the i-th AS switching surface in No.k i subspace isḢ ki = N i + n j=1 ω ij 1 η j . And from (14) we know To sum up, we have the conclusion: if point set P =
The continuity of Lyapunov function V is also proved. The discussion for the continuity of Lyapunov function V will focus on the point which is switching between adjacent subspaces. Take pointP j (t) which is switching between the No.1 i and No.2 i subspaces as an example. Without loss of generality, we assume pointP j (t) coincides with point P S3i− =P j (x j , y j ) shown as Figure 6 . It is apparent that point P j (t) and pointP S3i− are located on the switching surfaceŜ 3i . Then, the coordinate of pointP j (t) can be expressed aŝ Invoking (25) into (16), we have
Substituting (17) into (26), we have
Using the normalized method, we can design the auxiliary surface parameters of M 1ij equal to M 2ij . Since M 1ij = M 2ij , and reference to Lemma IV.2 in (Fu, 2016) , we conclude that H 1i (P j ) = H 2i (P j ). From (26), we can have a new (22) :
Thus V 1 and V 2 are equal. Therefore, the Lyapunov function V is continuous.
In conclusion, Lyapunov function V is a continuous function. And because V 0 (if and only if X = 0, then
2) Second, the prove that Q j is a positive invariant set by using the counter-evidence method:
Consider point P j (t 0 ) = (x j (t 0 ), y j (t 0 )) is inside the convex hexagon . Assuming there exist a point P j (t 1 ) = (x j (t 1 ), y j (t 1 )), t 1 > t 0 located outside the convex hexagon . Since P j (t 0 ) is inside the convex hexagon , according to
Since P j (t 1 ) is outside the convex hexagon , from Definition 1 we also have H ki (P(t 1 )) = n j=1 H kij (P j ) < 0, thus
Since V is continuous, thus there must existV P((t 2 ) > 0, where t 0 < t 2 < t 1 . This conclusion contradicts the above conclusionV < 0 in the stability proof, thus the assumption is invalid. Therefore, the convex set Q j is a positive invariant set. The proof is completed.
V. RESULTS
The auxiliary surfaces sliding mode control by using positive invariant set is tested under different conditions and scenarios.
A. SCENARIO A: AUXILIARY SURFACES SLIDING MODE CONTROL FOR FULL-DRIVE SYSTEM
In numerical simulation, a second-order nonlinear system (29) is chosen as an example to validate the control strategy.
The state initial values are x 1 (t 0 ) = 1, x 2 (t 0 ) = −1,
The sliding surfaceŚ and the approaching lawŃ of the normal integral SMC aré
, where
The AS-SMC controller design is presented under the steps in Section 3:
First, we select the points P S3i+ = (−1, 1) and P S3i− = (1, −1) according to the constraints. Thus, the third sliding surface S 3 (X ) is constructed as S 3 (X ) = X + diag{1, 1} X , where S 3 (X ) = [S 31 , S 32 ] T . Then, we select the switching surfaces as S 1 
Second, for state x 1 , according to the parallel property (20) , the slope of switching surfaces S 11 and S 21 and the point coordinates of P S3i± , we choose points as P S1i+ = (−0.5, 0, 25), P S1i− = (0.5, −0, 25), P S2i+ = (−0, 25, 0.5), P S2i− = (0, 25, −0.5).
Third, the current auxiliary surface H 1 = ω 11 1 x 1 + ω 11 2 x 1 + M 1 for state x 1 can be obtained, where
The coefficients of state x 2 can be obtained in the same way. In this example, we have H 2 = ω 22 1 x 2 +ω 22 2 x 2 +M 2 , where ω 11 1 
T The boundary layer SMC (shown as 'Normal' in figures), UAS-SMC using four auxiliary surfaces (shown as 'Quadrangular' in figures) and AS-SMC using six auxiliary surfaces (shown as 'Hexagon' in figures) are compared in Scenario A. All of the controller parameters are given in Table 1 . Following the above steps, we get the numerical simulation results shown in Figure 7 through Figure 14 as follows: As shown in figures 7-12, the state control effect has indeed been improved by UAS-SMC using four auxiliary surfaces (Quadrangular). However the trajectory of boundary VOLUME 7, 2019 SMC (Normal) and UAS-SMC using four auxiliary surfaces show that they are still unable to meet the requirements of state constraints . AS-SMC using six auxiliary surfaces (Hexagon) can perform well and the hexagon enclosed by six auxiliary surfaces in blue color is a PIS. This means that once the system state enters into this hexagon, it will not leave this area even if the bounded disturbance has a magnitude of 0.2. This is a very important property in engineering applications on systems with constrained states.
It can be observed from Figure 13 and Figure 14 , H i changes according to the subspaces divided by S 1i , S 2i , S 3i . In different subspaces, H i changes when the system state changes, and finally approaches zero. The focus of this paper is to show the benefits of the extension of the positive invariant set. We did not discuss in the Scenario A that the input dimension m is not equal to the state dimension n because we want to show that each state is restricted. The example in Scenario A was originally an inverted pendulum model, and we added a control input to better show that there is a good constraint on each state. In fact, for the typical 1 input and 2 outputs system model of inverted pendulum, the auxiliary surface sliding mode control method still has the ability of state constraint as shown in [28] . Scenario B shows that two states are controlled and constrained with only one control input by using AS-SMC method. 
B. SCENARIO B: AUXILIARY SURFACES SLIDING MODE CONTROL FOR UNMANNED HELICOPTER ON A HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP PLATFORM
In real flight of unmanned helicopters, there are always reasons such that the attitude information cannot be fed back to the flight controller timely. For example: when the inertial navigation system fails temporarily, the flight controller is switched between master and slave. External influences, such as wind disturbance, will inevitably produce a significant change in attitude. When everything is back to normal, the unmanned helicopter may be in an extreme flight condition such as to be overturn. In this case, the flight controller needs to give a control input, so that the unmanned helicopter does not exceed the maximum constraint range to avoid tipping.
In Scenario B, AS-SMC using PIS is tested for an unmanned helicopter on a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) platform to simulate the above situation. The complete nonlinear equation for unmanned helicopters is based on the formulas (1)- (5) in [3] . Since the constraint of the roll angle is symmetry, in order to facilitate the comparison of the Symmetric Barrier Lyapunov Functions (SBLF) method with our method [19] , we use the model of roll channel for detailed explanation. The tracking error model equations of roll channel are given as follows:
where X = [φ e , p e ] T is the system state, φ e is the roll angle error, p e are the roll angle rate error, η = sin φ·tan θ ·q+cos φ· tan θ ·r is treated as the disturbance, In order to meet the actual angular rate constraint of the HIL platform, the roll angular rate should be within the constraints too.
where I 1 = 1, ξ 1 = 4, N 1 = 10. Neglecting the effects of disturbance η in the first formula of (30) , φ e = p e can be obtained. Thus the sliding surface can be written asŚ
Following the steps in Section 3, the AS-SMC controller design process is presented as follow:
First, the switching surfaces are chosen as S 1 (X ) = p e + 4 · p e = p e + 4 · φ e , S 2 (X ) = p e + 1 · p e = p e + 1 · φ e , S 3 (X ) = p e + 2 · p e = p e + 2 · φ e .
Second, for roll angle error φ e and the roll angular rate p e , we choose points as P S1i+ = (−1.1335, 0.2835), P S1i− = (1.1335, −0.2835), P S2i+ = (−0.5665, 0.5665), P S2i− = (0.5665, −0.5665), P S3i+ = (−1.7, 0.85), P S3i− = (1.7, −0.85). Thus the auxiliary surface H 1 = ω 11 1 p e + ω 11 2 p e + M 1 = ω 11 1 p e + ω 11 2 φ e + M 1 for state p e and φ e can be obtained, where Following the above steps, we get HIL simulation results shown in Figure 15 to Figure 18 .
As can be seen from Fig.15 , the normal method does satisfy the roll angle constraint, but the roll angular rate constraint is not satisfied. By setting the control gains moment to achieve attitude control. When the sin(δ lat ) is reversely solved by the rolling moment M x , the control output is switched between ±90 • due to sin(δ lat ) exceeding ± 1. Moreover, the roll angular rate is not well controlled due to the control output chattering. As can be seen from Fig. 17 , p e always has a chattering phenomenon during the convergence process, which further causes the chattering of φ e .
The constraints of the roll angle and the roll angular rate are simultaneously satisfied by the AS-SMC method. At the same time, the output of the AS-SMC controller is also smooth enough. The HIL simulation tests indicate good results for keeping balance of the UH even in the extreme initial values under the control of AS-SMC by using PIS. The extension of positive invariant set is not a simple extension of four auxiliary surfaces, but the best choice to achieve satisfied control effect for some of the extreme initial conditions and constrained system states. The algorithm is an improvement over previous algorithms.
By comparing these three control methods, it is not difficult to find that when the PIS-SMC strategy is adopted, the system states converge to the origin more slowly than the other two control strategy. This is because AS-SMC's control input is much smaller than that of Normal's control input. Future work will be focused on how to speed up the state convergence rate of the auxiliary surfaces sliding mode control under the premise of satisfying the constraint conditions. This may require a trade-off between the AS-SMC and Normal SMC for the size of the control input.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new control strategy named positive invariant set by using auxiliary surfaces sliding mode. Compared to the previous auxiliary surfaces sliding mode controller, this strategy adds one sliding surface and two auxiliary surfaces. Although this design strategy increases the complexity of the controller design, the area of the positive invariant set is expanded. In this way, the sliding mode phase starts from the boundary of the state constraints, so that the system is robust with respect to uncertainties. It has an important theoretical significance and an application value, and the control strategy is in line with the actual needs of engineering. 
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